An investment that virtually pays for itself by lowering maintenance costs and decreasing losses caused by fire, vandalism or a malfunction.

The Won-Door FireGuard™ is the only trouble free fire door on the market. Unlike traditional vertical rolling and horizontal sliding doors where exposed parts are susceptible to damage caused by material handling equipment or abuse by building occupants, the Won-Door FireGuard system is completely concealed. The door assembly stacks away in shallow wall pockets behind pocket cover doors, ceiling tracks are recessed and no floor track is required. And only the Won-Door partition is easily repairable in place. Using simple tools, in-house maintenance people can quickly repair or replace any damaged parts.

A recent industry wide survey shows that nearly 80% of all fire doors tested failed because of improper resetting or obstacles which prevented the door from closing. Won-Door’s integrated microprocessor technology continuously monitors all vital door functions, enabling the system to automatically reset itself following power bumps or building alarms. The microprocessor can electronically supervise the door opening as well, providing the owner with the highest possible assurance that the Won-Door FireGuard will function properly in any situation.